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Abstract
Researchers often decide on the number of trials included in an experiment without adhering to an empirical method or
framework. This might compromise generalizability and unnecessarily increase participant burden. In this article we want to
put forward generalizability theory as a guide for task reduction. We will use a sentence production task to demonstrate how a
generalizability and a decision study can help researchers to estimate the minimum number of trials and of items per trial that are
necessary to generalize over trials. We obtained writing process data for 116 participants. Each of them completed a sentence
production task that had 40 trials. Pause times between and within all words, target nouns and target verbs were logged with the
keystroke logging tool ScriptLog. Results demonstrate that generalizability theory can serve as an empirical framework to ensure
generalizable measurements on the one hand, and reduce participant burden to a minimum on the other. This finding is
particularly valuable for studies with vulnerable target groups, such as participants suffering from aphasia, dyslexia or
Alzheimer"s disease.
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Introduction

When setting up an experiment, a researcher is faced with a
number of decisions. One of them concerns determining the
number of trials that each participant is asked to complete.
This is an important choice because, as classical test theory
(CTT) states, the number of trials influences the reliability of
the measurements (Cronbach et al., 1972). CTT refers to reli-
ability as the degree to which a measurement score reflects a
participant"s true score. It assumes that a true score would be
obtained if a measurement did not contain any errors.
However, some error is always present in a measurement,
which implies that not the true score, but an observed score
is obtained. This observed score can therefore be split into a
true score and a random error term. Reliability is then defined
as the proportion of true score variance to observed score
variance (Bloch & Norman, 2012; Cronbach et al., 1972).

Reliability gives insight into the number of trials one
should carry out. If you use a test with 100 multiple-choice
questions, you will get a better idea of your knowledge on the
subject that is tested than when the test contains only one
multiple-choice question. By increasing the number of obser-
vations, or in this case the number of questions, the error
variance will decrease. Hence, the observed score variance
will decrease as well, leading to a higher proportion of true
to observed score variance, or reliability (Cronbach et al.,
1972). The same holds for scientific experiments: the more
trials participants complete, the more reliable the measure-
ments should be.

With this in mind, it would be quite logical to maximize the
number of trials if researchers want to ensure that measure-
ments are sufficiently reliable. However, long and extensive
experiments impose more burden on participants than short
and efficient ones, which makes it undesirable to include a
very large number of trials (Bradburn, 1978; Ulrich et al.,
2005). When participant burden is high, participants" motiva-
tion and concentration drop, leading to distorted results (Allen
et al., 2016; American Psychological Association, 2002;
Cohen et al., 2017; Graham et al., 2018; Troia et al., 2013).
Moreover, higher perceived participant burden is associated
with lower likelihood of participation in an experiment
(Lingler et al., 2014).
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Generalizability theory to balance reliability
and participant burden

Designing a scientific experiment is a balancing act between
protecting the well-being of those who participate and ensur-
ing the reliability of the collected measurements. To achieve
this balance, generalizability (G) theory can be used as a
framework (Brennan, 1992, 2001; Cronbach et al., 1972;
Shavelson et al., 1989; Shavelson & Webb, 1991). G theory
is a method to evaluate measurement reliability and is consid-
ered a more comprehensive alternative to CTT (Mushquash &
O’Connor, 2006).

In contrast to CTT, G theory allows researchers to split
measurement error into more than one source. These sources
of error are called “facets” and may be any characteristic fea-
ture of the measurement, such as task, trial, item, occasion or
rater. Each facet contains multiple levels, such as the different
tasks (task A and B) or the different measurement occasions
(1st and 2nd moment), which are called “conditions”. When
every condition within a facet co-occurs with each condition
of another facet, facets are crossed. In contrast, when facets are
nested, each condition within a facet only appears with one
condition of another facet (Bloch & Norman, 2012;
Mushquash & O’Connor, 2006). G theory allows researchers
to unravel the impact of all facets on measurements, and to
identify how they are linked to one another (i.e., being nested
or crossed).

Scholars who have published on G theory (e.g., Shavelson
& Webb, 2006) propose a two-part analysis, in which first a
generalizability (G) study is carried out to evaluate the extent
to which these facets contribute to measurement inaccuracy.
The facets are identified, followed by an estimation of the
variances in measurement caused by each of these facets and
their interactions. Based on these variance estimations the
generalizability score of the observed measurement is de-
scribed. This score or “G coefficient” indicates to what extent
the measurements can, for instance, be generalized from one
trial to another (Shavelson &Webb, 2006). In the second part
of the analysis, the results of the G study can be used to
perform a decision (D) study in which alternative scenarios
are explored. The error variances of the G study are used to
estimate how changing the number of observations in one or
more facets influences measurement generalizability
(Mushquash & O’Connor, 2006; Shavelson & Webb, 2006).
This allows researchers to tackle questions such as: How
many trials do we need to generalize over trials? What is the
lowest number of items each trial should include? And how do
we find the right balance between the number of trials and the
burden imposed on participants? The aim of the current paper
is to show how this application of G theory can support re-
searchers in estimating the ideal number of trials and items per
trial. We will illustrate this with an example taken from the
field of writing research. To make this illustration more

concrete, a step-by-step walkthrough of the analyses is made
available at https://gifted-nightingale-d45b7e.netlify.app.
However, we would first like to give some background
information on writing research and the application of G
theory in this field.

G theory in previous writing research

Written language production has mainly been approached
from two perspectives: (1) writing single words (e.g.,
Bertram et al., 2015; Purcell et al., 2011; Weingarten et al.
2004, and (2) composing full texts in various fields of study,
such as educational research (e.g., Bouwer et al.,2018; De
Smedt et al., 2016; Fidalgo et al., 2015), second and foreign
language research (e.g., Cheong et al., 2019; Knospe et al.,
2019; van Weijen et al., 2009), and developmental research
(e.g., Kellogg, 2008; Mateos & Solé, 2009). The application
of G theory in studies of writing tasks focusing on full texts
has already been explored, allowing researchers to successful-
ly determine the ideal number of writing assignments both
within and across text genres (Bouwer et al., 2015; Gebril,
2009; Graham et al., 2016; Schoonen, 2005; van den Bergh
et al., 2012).

However, another way to study written language produc-
tion is with the use of sentence production tasks (Ford &
Holmes, 1978; Ronald T. Kellogg, 2004; Nottbusch, 2010;
Nottbusch et al., 2007). A written sentence production task
is a task in which a specific sentence is elicited (often with
images or text). As with single word production, its written
output is largely driven by the input stimuli and can, therefore,
be kept constant across trials. Since output characteristics such
as sentence structure and word length partly determine the
underlying writing process, this will be more stable if its
resulting product remains constant as well. Hence, sentence
production tasks allow for more accurate writing process com-
parisons thanks to their controlled output (Nottbusch, 2010).
This control makes sentence production tasks suitable for ob-
serving the planning of words, phrases and syntactic structures
in writing.

When researchers want to study, for instance, planning in
writing, they do so mainly by looking at how long and how
often someone pauses before and while writing the unit of
interest (e.g., word, phrase, sentence or text) (Leijten et al.,
2019; Medimorec & Risko, 2017; Wengelin, 2006). A pause
can be defined as a moment of non-writing that lasts longer
than the motoric transition between two keys. However, pause
times do not only reflect planning, but can also occur during
revision and sometimes even translation. This is because, in
contrast to motor execution, pauses offer a space for these
demanding writing processes to take place (Alves et al.,
2008). Hence, observing pauses is important to fully grasp
what is happening when someone writes, because it gives
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insight into the cognitive processes that take place during the
course of writing (Wengelin, 2006).

However, pauses exist only temporarily during the writing
process, which makes them difficult to study. To capture the
writing process and make pauses tangible, keystroke logging
is used (Sullivan & Lindgren, 2006; Wengelin, 2006;
Wengelin et al., 2009). Keystroke logging is a technique to
register the entire writing process by recording each keystroke
and the time that elapses before, after and during its use
(Leijten & Van Waes, 2013). Each writing process recording
therefore contains measurements on the actual typing as well
as on the pauses in-between, making those pauses analysable.
Nottbusch (2010), for instance, studied pauses in a sentence
production task to look at planning of two syntactic structures:
coordinated versus subordinated subject noun phrases. The
former include two noun phrases that are syntactically equal
(e.g., the brown squirrel and the red strawberry), whereas in
the latter, two noun phrases are included, the second of which
is subordinate to the first one (e.g., the brown squirrel with the
red strawberry). Results showed that the subordinated struc-
ture required more cognitive effort and was therefore planned
before production onset. This was reflected by the longer
pause times that were recorded before the start of typing. In
contrast, pause times were more evenly distributed in the
coordinated structure, indicating a rather gradual planning of
its production.

To determine the number of trials, Nottbusch (2010) used
the number that was necessary to have all items occur eight
times in each of the possible positions in the sentence. In
another study, Nottbusch et al. (2007) asked participants to
type 24 sentences twice: first based on a picture and then by
copying those same sentences from a written presentation.
Similarly to Nottbusch (2010), the number of sentences was
chosen specifically so that the six stimuli items could each be
elicited in a coordinate and subordinate sentence structure but
also to ensure that the last, predicative noun of the sentence
was written an equal number of times in singular and in plural.
In both cases, the researchers used the number that was nec-
essary to have all items occur in all different conditions.
However, there also exist other pragmatic approaches for de-
termining the number of trials. Kellogg (2004), for example,
instructed students to write sentences based on two prompt
nouns. In this case, Kellogg (2004) based the number of items
per trial on an earlier study that he replicated and in which two
nouns were used as well (Power, 1985). Yet, in numerous
studies the number of sentences and filler sentences are report-
ed as a given without further justification (Leijten et al., 2011;
Negro et al., 2005; Quinlan et al., 2012).

As illustrated above, the number of trials included in a
sentence production task is frequently decided upon without
the support of an empirical method or framework. In those
instances, researchers’ decisions are rooted in practical or even
intuitive reasons. This pragmatism could potentially

compromise measurement generalizability, increase partici-
pant burden and, in the worst case, render the experiment
useless. Whether in the aforementioned studies these ap-
proaches led to measurements that were generalizable enough
to draw conclusions from, remains unclear. However, in com-
parison to pragmatic methods of task reduction, G theory
could have been applied as a framework to guarantee mea-
surement generalizability.

The aim of the current paper is to show how G theory can
assist researchers in determining the length of an experiment
while preserving the balance between generalizable measure-
ments and participant burden. We will illustrate this by esti-
mating the absolute minimum number of trials and of items
per trial in a sentence production task that would still allow
researchers to reliably draw conclusions about differences be-
tween participants regarding between- and within-word pause
times.

Method

Participants

The data analysed in the present paper were gathered from 116
volunteers who were recruited through associations for elderly
people and members of the personal network of the main
researcher. Participants’ ages varied between 50 and 90 years,
with 35 participants aged 50–59 years, 35 aged 60–69 years,
and 46 above 70 years of age. All participants had Dutch as
their mother tongue and were accustomed to typing on a stan-
dard Belgian (azerty) keyboard.

These data were collected in an exploratory study that was
part of a larger research project on the writing process charac-
teristics of healthy aging elderly and Alzheimer’s patients.
The aim of this exploratory phase was twofold: (1) to explore
the evolution of writing processes in healthy ageing, and (2) to
inform and prepare follow-up of cross-sectional and longitu-
dinal studies by examining how many trials were needed in
the experiments. The study was reviewed and approved by the
Ethics Committee of Antwerp University Hospital
(Committee for Medical Ethics; Belgian reference number
B300201629701).

Materials, procedure and design

Participants were asked to complete a sentence production task
on a computer. The task had 40 trials, in which participants
needed to type a sentence based on one, two or three images
(from the Open Linguistic Picture Database; Paesen &
Meulemans, 2020) and a verb. Every image depicted a single
object that had been chosen to evoke a predefined noun. The
verbs were elicited by presenting participants with the verbs"
infinitive forms written in full. As shown in Fig. 1, these input
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stimuli needed to be horizontally translated into a sentence. This
implies that participants had to name the images as correctly as
possible, conjugate the verbs, and then incorporate these ele-
ments into a sentence. The task was administered in Dutch.

The sentence production task was designed to elicit three
sentence structures of different length (see Fig. 2). The intran-
sitives were assigned 20 trials. The same was applied to the
transitives (divided into mono- and ditransitive in Fig. 2), with
an equal number being allocated to the mono- and ditransitive
structures (i.e., 10 trials each)

Thus, the trials with intransitive sentences each contained
three words and those with mono- and ditransitive sentences
contained five and eight words, respectively. This resulted in
an average of 4.75 words per sentence. Moreover, the trials
with intransitive sentences each contained one target noun,
whereas those with mono- and ditransitive sentences
contained two and three nouns, respectively. This amounts
to 1.75 nouns per sentence on average, whereas the number
of verbs per sentence equalled 1 regardless of the sentence
structure.

The sentence production task consisted of a fixed set of
images and verbs that were pseudorandomly combined into
trials. This resulted in a design in which images plus verbs

equalled words (w), whereas trials equalled sentences (s) com-
posed from those words. Each combination of trials was then
assigned to a participant (p). In this design, these words,
sentences and participants were facets (i.e., sources of mea-
surement error). Each participant received the same images
and verbs (i.e., words) but distributed differently across the
40 trials. Since the distribution differed per participant, the
sentences themselves were unique. Hence, each condition of
the facet “words” co-occurred with each condition of the facet
“sentences”, whereas each condition of the facet “sentences”
only co-occurred with one condition of the facet “partici-
pants”. This created a G study design in which words were
crossed with sentences, and sentences were nested within par-
ticipants (p:sw).

Data collection and variables

The task was administered on a laptop and logged with
ScriptLog, a keystroke logging tool that registers the entire
writing process (Frid et al., 2014). Keystroke logging makes
a writing process tangible by recording each pressed keystroke
and the time that elapses before, after and during its use

Fig. 1 Example trial of a sentence production task

Fig. 2 Overview of sentence structures with indication of target word categories (nouns and verbs) per structure. Note. Art = article; Prep = preposition
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(Leijten & Van Waes, 2013). The result can be considered a
detailed representation of the actions that take place from
blank sheet to finished text.

Because pause times will be the primary focus of the cross-
sectional and longitudinal follow-up studies, we also focused
on these pause variables for the G and D studies. For the
calculation of these pause times the key in-key in principle
was used. This means that the calculation for pauses is based
on the time that elapses between key presses (as opposed to
key releases). Pause data on a total of 4,640 sentence produc-
tion processes were collected. We eliminated the trials during
which participants made deletions and corrections, since we
were only interested in pause times related to fluently written
sentences. The final data set contained words from the 3,180
remaining sentences (68.53%), which equalled 14,544 words,
or an average of 27 sentences per participant.

Pauses can occur at different moments during the writing
process: before the participants start to type a sentence, be-
tween two subsequent words, and even between single char-
acters of the same word. Those pause locations can be defined
more clearly by specifying the words they occur with. In this
study, pauses can occur in combination with words of all
kinds of categories (i.e., all words) or before specific target
nouns or target verbs (i.e., target words). Therefore, pauses
between and within all words, target nouns and target verbs
will form the six focus variables of this paper. When we refer
to pause times between target nouns or pause times between
target verbs, we refer to all pauses that occur between the

preceding word and the noun or verb that follows (i.e., after
a random word and before the target). Figure 3 shows an
example of how the focus variables were analysed: to examine
the pause time between all words, we would look at the inter-
ruptions before the first characters of the words “squirrel”,
“eats”, “a” and “strawberry”. However, to study pause times
within target nouns in this example, we would look at the
moments of non-activity between the characters of “squirrel”
and “strawberry”.

Analysis

The statistical tool selected for the analyses was the R software
(R Core Team, 2019) and more specifically the package
lme4(Bates et al., 2015). To gain more insight into the gener-
alizability of the pause times, we first conducted a number of
G studies. Each focused on one variable, resulting in a total of
six studies (e.g., pause times between and within all words,
nouns and verbs). In all of them, the sentences and words were
potential sources of error, also known as facets, because word
characteristics (e.g., word length, word frequency, age of ac-
quisition) and specific (e.g., unexpected versus likely) combi-
nations of words when put into sentences influence the length
of pauses (Brysbaert et al., 2014; Medimorec & Risko, 2017;
Scaltritti et al., 2016). The aim was to quantify the amount of
variance (S2) in each variable that is caused by these facets,
both for each facet separately and regarding their interaction.

Fig. 3 Overview of pause times
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As mentioned before, words were crossed with sentences,
which made it essential to estimate the interaction of these
two facets as well. Consequently, the variance in pause times
is the sum of the following variances:

S2pause time ¼ S2participant þ S2sentence þ S2word

þ S2sentence�word ð1Þ

To know the extent to which each of these facets contrib-
uted to the variance in pause times, we ran a linear mixed
model (function lmer() of package lme4) in R that estimated
the variance proportions associated with each of the facets by
modelling the facets as random effects. Personal typing speed
(based on a copy task) potentially affected pause times and
was, therefore, also included in the linear mixed model as a
fixed effect. This way, the variance estimates in the model
represent variances for participants with an average typing
speed. The model can be written as

�wsp ¼ �0 þ �1 � Copy taskp

þ �0p þ μ0ps þ  0w þ �0psw

� �
ð2Þ

with γwsp being the score of a pause time γ for a certain
word w, in a sentence s written by participant p. Pause times
were expected to depend on the facets: p(participant) reflected
in the participant-specific deviation towards the intercept ν0p;
s(sentence) reflected in the sentence-specific deviation to-
wards the intercept μ0ps; and w(word) reflected in the word-
specific deviation towards the intercept ψ0w. All interactions
between these facets were captured in the residual term ϵ0psw.

Subsequently, the variance estimates based on the random
effects and the number of sentences (Nsentence) and words
(Nword) were entered in Formula 3 to estimate the generaliz-
ability of differences in pause times between participants. This
led to a generalizability (Eρ2) score for the pause time associ-
ated with the estimated variances for the facets. This score can
be interpreted as the generalizability of differences between
participants over the sentences and words written by the par-
ticipants. Given that the generalizability coefficient can be
interpreted as a reliability measure, acceptable generalizability
was set at .70 or higher. This means that 70% of the variance
observed between participants is due to the participants them-
selves, while the other 30% is due to the other facets. This cut-
off is also suggested by van den Bergh et al. (2012) and Bloch
and Norman (2012).

Eρ2 ¼ S2participant

S2participant þ S2sentence
Nsentence

þ S2word
Nword

þ S2sentence�word
Nsentence�Nwordð Þ

ð3Þ

Using the results of each G study, a decision (D) study was
performed. Each of these D studies can be considered a sim-
ulation that explores how the generalizability of a variable

(i.e., pause times) is influenced by a change in the number
of observations in each of the facets. In the exemplary sen-
tence production task, it gives insight into how a different
number of sentences or words per sentence influences a
variable"s generalizability over participants. Based on these
results, the number and length of the trials that are necessary
to reliably estimate the pause times is decided upon.

A step-by-step walkthrough of the R script that was used
for these analyses and the generation of the plots can be found
at https://gifted-nightingale-d45b7e.netlify.app. Data can be
downloaded separately from https://osf.io/h2fcw/download.

Results

First, the generalizability of the current sentence production task
was estimated. The variance proportions of the following com-
ponents were estimated: participants, sentences, words, and the
interaction of words and sentences (i.e., random error). As
shown in Fig. 4, the variance proportions differed depending
on the estimated pause times. Participants alone determined a
small part of the total variance (1.71%) in the pause times that
occur between all words, whereas theywere responsible for over
12% of the variance in pause times within all words. The oppo-
site occurred for the facet “words”: this component was respon-
sible for over 68% of the variance of the pause times between
words, in comparisonwith close to 8% for pause timeswithin all
words. Target words followed the same pattern for the variance
caused by participants (nouns: 7.31% and 16.02% for between-
and within-word pause times, respectively; verbs: 4.16% and
19.19% for between- and within-word pause times, respective-
ly). For the word component the variance tended to be higher
within than between target words, which is the opposite of what
was observed for all words. However, the variances attributed to
the word component never reached 8% for any of the pause
times related to target nouns or verbs. Finally, sentences deter-
mined less than 1% of the variance for all pause times.

Figure 4 suggests that to generalize the differences between
participants over trials, pause times within words required fewer
trials (sentences) and items per trial (words per sentence) than
pause times between words. Within-word pauses tended to be
more independent of the trials and instead appeared to be related
to participant behaviour. However, it is important to note that
when all words were taken into account, the relative share of the
error variance in comparison to the variances of the other facets
was larger for pause times within words than between words.
Moreover, the relative share of the error variance always made
up a considerable part of the total variance regardless of the
variable studied. This implies that when measuring pause times,
a large part of the variance can be explained by the interaction of
words and sentences combined with measurement errors. These
large error variances therefore impact generalizability and,
hence, the number of trials necessary to obtain measurements
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which can reliably inform statements about differences between
participants. The online walkthrough (https://gifted-nightingale-
d45b7e.netlify.app) also explains how the variances in Fig. 4 are
estimated in R and how these variance estimates can be used to
calculate the generalizability coefficients.

Generalizability study

To approximate the generalizability of the pause times, the var-
iances (S²) associated with the components (see Fig. 4), the num-
ber of fluently written sentences (Nsentence) and the number of
words (Nword) were entered in Formula 3. Table 1 provides an
overview of the generalizability scores for between- and within-
word pause times for all words. The generalizability of both
variables largely exceeded the .70 threshold. Consequently, the
current number of sentences and the average number of words
per sentence aremore than sufficient to reliably draw conclusions
on differences between participants.

The images and the verb infinitive that were displayed
during each sentence production trial elicited target nouns

and verbs. In the next step, the generalizability scores for these
target words were separately estimated. For this, the variances
(S²) associated with the components (see Fig. 4) and the num-
ber of fluently written sentences (Nsentence) were re-entered in
Formula 3. The mean number of words per sentence (Nword)
was replaced by the mean number of targets.

Table 2 provides an overview of the generalizability scores
for pause times between and within target words. The gener-
alizability scores for pause times between nouns, within nouns
and within verbs all exceeded the .70 threshold. However, the
generalizability score of pause times between verbs did not
reach the .70 threshold. This implies that, for pause times
between verbs, the current number of sentences and the aver-
age number of words per sentence are not sufficient to reliably
draw conclusions on differences between participants.

We will elaborate on these findings in the next section
by exploring how much we can lower or need to increase
the number of sentences and/or words per sentence to
reach the .70 threshold.

Table 1 Generalizability scores for pause times between and within all
words

Pause time Sentences (n) Words (n) Generalizability

Between words 27 4.75 .83*

Within words 27 4.75 .95*

* ≥ .70.

Table 2 Generalizability scores for pause times between and within
target words

Pause time Sentences (n) Targets (n) Generalizability

Between nouns 27 1.75 .79*

Within nouns 27 1.75 .90*

Between verbs 27 1 .54

Within verbs 27 1 .87*

* ≥ .70.

1982 Behav Res (2022) 54:1976–1988

Fig. 4 Variance component estimations of pause times for all words and for target words for three sources of variance: participant, sentence and word.
Note. The relative share of sentence in the total variance never exceeds 0.25% and is therefore not visible in the graph. Percentages below 5.00% are not shown
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Decision study

The approximation of the current task served as a starting
point to extrapolate to new situations. For the variables of
which the generalizability scores of the current task exceeded
.70, it was estimated whether participants can be distinguished
from one another with fewer sentences (trials)and/or fewer
words (items) per sentence. For the pause time between verbs,
the number of sentences and words that need to be added to
the current task were estimated.

All words

For all words, the possibility of reducing the number of trials
was explored by reducing the number of sentences in Formula
3. Results showed that pause times between words could be
reliably estimated with 11 sentences (Eρ² = .72) if the mean
number of words per sentence remained the same. As shown
in Fig. 5, the exact cut-off point for the pause times within
words was four sentences (Eρ² = .74).

Pause times were reanalysed by leaving out the ditransitive
structures. With eight words per sentence, this was the longest
of all structures. If participants only typed intransitive and

monotransitive sentences, the mean sentence length would
have dropped to 3.67 words. As Fig. 6 shows, the cut-off point
of the pause time between words increased from 11 to 14
sentences (Eρ² = .71) when the number of words per sentence
was reduced. However, the number of sentences for the pause
times within words only increased with one: five sentences
(Eρ² = .74) were necessary in order for Eρ² ≥.70.

Target words

For target words, Formula 3 was rewritten by lowering the
number of sentences while keeping the mean number of target
nouns fixed at 1.75. Results showed that reducing the number
of trials in the sentence production task could not be done as
extensively for nouns as for words in general. Pause times
between nouns could only be reliably estimated with at least
17 sentences (Eρ² = .70) if the mean number of target nouns
remained the same. For the pause time within nouns, the cut-
off point was seven sentences (Eρ² = .72) (Fig. 7).

To explore a reduction of the mean number of target nouns
per sentence, the ditransitive structures were left out. This
means that the mean number of target nouns decreased from
1.75 to 1.33. Results indicated that 22 sentences (Eρ² = .70)

Fig. 5 Generalizability for pause times (a) between and (b) within words for all words, with an average of 4.75 words per sentence

Fig. 6 Generalizability for pause times (a) between and (b) within words for all words, with an average of 3.67 words per sentence
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instead of 17 were necessary to reliably estimate the pause
time between nouns. For pause times within nouns, only nine
sentences (Eρ² = .71) were needed (Fig. 8).

Similar to the approach for target nouns, the number of
sentences in Formula 3 was changed as to examine the mini-
mum number of sentences necessary to reliably draw conclu-
sions on participants on the basis of pause times related to the
verbs. The number of targets per sentence was not reduced be-
cause each sentence only contained one verb. Results indicated
that 55 sentences (Eρ² = .70) were needed for the pause time
between verbs, whereas the cut-off point was ten sentences (Eρ²
= .72) for pause times within verbs (as shown in Fig. 9).

Discussion

The aim of the current paper was to demonstrate how gener-
alizability theory can guide a researcher in determining (1) the
minimum number of trials and (2) the minimum length of
those trials needed in an experiment. For illustrative purposes,
a sentence production task was used for which the minimum
number of sentences and the minimum number of target

words per sentence were estimated to reliably draw conclu-
sions on differences between the writing processes of partici-
pants. Data on 3,180 fluently written sentences were collected.
Pause times between and within words, nouns and verbs were
the subject of analysis.

Results indicate that the ideal number of trials largely de-
pends on the variables researchers want to draw conclusions
from. For example, in the sentence production task, pause
times within all words can be reliably estimated with four
sentences, provided that the average number of words per
sentence is set to 4.75. If the average number of words is
reduced to 3.67, the cut-off point for pause times within words
increases to five sentences. By contrast, for pause times be-
tween target verbs, 55 sentences are needed.

If multiple variables are used to generalize over trials, the
chosen number of trials should allow for reliably estimating
differences between participants on all of those variables. In
this study, this would mean that a minimum number of 55
fluently typed sentences is necessary. This number only in-
cludes the trials in which no revisions are expected. Hence, to
gather data on 55 fluently typed sentences, a total of 81
sentences would be needed if data loss remained 31.47% for

Fig. 7 Generalizability for pause times (a) between and (b) within nouns for target words, with an average of 1.75 nouns per sentence

Fig. 8 Generalizability for pause times (a) between and (b) within nouns for target words, with an average of 1.33 nouns per sentence
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future data collection as it was in the current data collection
(see data collection and analysis sections). However, other
studies might perform the G and D studies on the complete
data set, depending on the data that will be included in the
analyses. In that case, compensation for data loss is not
necessary.

If the minimum number of trials that is needed to generalize
over trials on all variables increases participant burden too
much, one could decide to only select those variables for
which fewer trials are needed. In this study, for example,
pause times between verbs require the highest number of
sentences. If this variable is disregarded, the second highest
number of sentences is sufficient to generalize over trials on
the basis of the other remaining variables. Since it would be
ideal to also reduce the number of items per trials, the mini-
mum number of fluently written sentences would then be 22
(or a total of 33 when compensating for data loss). Of course,
if the variable that requires the highest number of trials is
crucial for the purpose of the experiment, it cannot be
disregarded and the design of the experiment itself must be
reconsidered.

It is also important to note that, in our example, reducing
the number of items per trial (i.e., mean number of words per
sentence) means that we are omitting one of the sentence
structures (i.e., the ditransitive sentence structure, see Fig. 2)
from our design. More specifically, if we want to lower the
mean number of words per sentence from 4.75 to 3.67, we
need to omit this ditransitive structure because it contains the
largest number of words (i.e., eight words). However, if we
still want to explore the writing processes related to the ditran-
sitive structure in the follow-up studies, we should keep the
current number of items per trial at 4.75 and adjust the number
of trials accordingly.

A generalizability study also informs researchers about
their variables" sensitivity. For example, in the sentence pro-
duction task, pause times within words seem more sensitive
for distinguishing participants than pause times between

words. This can be derived from the fact that pause times
within words require a much smaller number of trials to dis-
tinguish between participants. Identifying the most sensitive
variables can be valuable for studies in which the aim is to
distinguish groups based on those variables, as opposed to
making statements about the variables themselves. This is
similar to machine learning studies that identify those features
that contribute most to assigning participants to a particular
class (Toledo et al., 2014).

The added value of a G study depends on the quality of the
data on which it is based. In order to be of value to a research-
er, it is important to have sufficient observation units so that
the variances are properly estimated and, hence, are reliable
enough. Particularly when smaller data sets are used as the
basis for a G study, it is valuable to highlight the uncertainty
of estimates. This can be done by including confidence inter-
vals making use of the Bayesian framework to estimate pos-
terior distributions for the variances parameters (Lambert,
2018). However, in this article our aim was to only illustrate
the concept and added value of a G study without adding the
complexity of explaining Bayesian analyses and associated
workflows. Future research could direct specific attention to
integrating the concept of generalizability theory and
Bayesian analyses.

It is important to note that the diversity of participants may
influence the results of the G studies. For the current paper, we
only used data of participants with no prior diagnosis of cog-
nitive impairment. However, in the subsequent studies we aim
to recruit both healthy participants and patients previously
diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease. This brings us to a cer-
tain challenge that arises when performing a G study on data
for vulnerable target groups. On the one hand, vulnerable
groups are often heterogeneous, which makes it difficult to
generalize the results of a G study from one sample to the
next. To maximize this limited generalizability, researchers
should, hence, use the largest possible data set for the G study.
On the other hand, these groups are precisely the ones for

Fig. 9 Generalizability for pause times (a) between and (b) within verbs for target words
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which it is rather difficult to find suitable participants and, as a
result, it will not always be possible to base the G study on a
large data set. Therefore, if researchers cannot use suitable
data from the same target group as that of the subsequent
studies, we recommend using data from a more homogeneous
group (such as healthy participants with the same socio-
demographic background instead of patients). To distinguish
between participants that are more alike, it can be expected
that more observations are needed than to distinguish between
participants that differ greatly from each other. Hence, when
data from a more homogeneous group are used, it is likely that
the minimum number of trials is overestimated and that for
subsequent studies even fewer observations are needed than
the G study indicates. This does not exactly lead to the lowest
number of trials, but it does ensure the usability of the data that
are collected during subsequent studies.

The previous point highlights the difficulty in generalizing
the results of G andD studies to experiments other than the ones
they were based on. The task itself and the target group can, for
instance, substantially influence the number of trials or items
per trial that are needed (Bouwer et al., 2015; Schoonen, 2005).
Therefore, researchers should repeat the analyses for each ex-
periment to estimate how many tasks (and trials per task) are
necessary. Similarly, van den Bergh et al. (2012) estimated the
minimum number of writing tasks necessary to assess students’
writing skills. However, differences in scoring procedure, lan-
guage and student population influenced their results. For in-
stance, the variance component estimation related to the writer
facet was greater for first-year university students than for
ninth-grade students. Hence, more written texts per student
were required for the latter group to be able to generalize over
trials and raters.

Finally, acceptable generalizability for this study was set at
.70 higher. However, while there are guidelines for choosing a
particular cut-off, there is no one-size-fits-all approach. A dis-
tinction is sometimes made between a generalizability score of
.80 or higher, which is particularly suitable for studies with
high-stakes assessments, and a generalizability score between
.60 and .70, which is recommended for more formative as-
sessments (Bloch & Norman, 2012). Hence, if the sentence
production task presented here would, for example, have been
put forward as a screening instrument to detect cognitive de-
cline in a clinical setting rather than a measurement tool in a
research setting, a higher cut-off of .80 or greater might have
been better.

Conclusion

Our findings emphasize that, in comparison to more subjec-
tive methods of task reduction, G theory could function as an
empirical framework to shorten task length and hence lower
the burden on test subjects. This is especially useful in studies

in which lowering the participant burden is of great impor-
tance, such as studies on dyslexia (Altemeier et al., 2008;
Berninger et al., 2006; Wengelin & Strömqvist, 2000), apha-
sia (Behrns et al., 2010; Johansson-Malmeling, 2019;
Johansson-Malmeling et al., 2021) and Alzheimer"s disease
(Afonso et al., 2019; VanWaes et al., 2017). However, results
sometimes indicate that the number of trials should be in-
creased instead of reduced. Therefore, G theory is a tool to
estimate the minimum number of trials so that an experiment
can be adjusted accordingly, whether this implies decreasing
or increasing the number of trials.
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